
INTRODUCTION

Humans differ from other primates in many impor-

tant ways, including large brain size, cumulative culture

enabled by language or, speaking more broadly, by

enhanced means of social learning [1-3], extended

LS [4, 5] which probably stems from the “neotenic”

retardation of aging [6, 7], and long post-reproductive

period which is especially pronounced in women [8].

How and why have these traits co-evolved in the course of

anthropogenesis is a matter of debate [9-13]. Here, we

used computer modeling to explore the possible patterns

of evolutionary interplay between culture, social learning,

brain size, and LS in a social species with high group

cohesion, cooperative resource acquisition, pair bonding,

high parental investment in offspring, and basic abilities

for the cultural transmission of adaptive behaviors. All

these traits were probably present in the Pleistocene

Homo species and their direct ancestors [14-16].

Brain volume has increased threefold during the last

two million years of Homo evolution, despite apparently

high costs [17-22]. This evolutionary pattern of rapid

brain expansion appears to be quantitatively unique

among primates [23]. These facts imply that selection for

brain expansion in the course of human evolution has

probably been driven by a strong positive feedback, rather

than by simple ecological factors like climate or availabil-

ity of different food resources (see [13] for a more detailed

discussion). In the current study, we have built upon one
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of the most well-supported theories proposed to explain

an extraordinarily rapid brain expansion in Homo:

“Cultural drive” or “cultural brain” theory suggesting

that the co-evolution of brain, social learning, and cul-

ture can be self-sustaining or autocatalytic [1, 12]. In its

simplest form, the positive feedback mechanism of the

cultural drive can be described as following: better social

learning and cognition → more behavioral innovations

become fixed as cultural traditions; richer culture →

more useful skills available to be learned from con-

specifics; increased usefulness of social learning

abilities → stronger selection for still better social learn-

ing and cognition; brain expansion occurs as a side effect

of this selection [11-13, 24-27].

An additional positive feedback loop via longer LS

(or slower aging) is conceivable in this context [1, 11, 13,

28]. LS (or aging rate, AR), can evolve both genetically

and culturally. In the first case, elaborate culture is

expected to facilitate selection for slower aging because

longer lived individuals have more time to learn from

their group mates and to teach the others (or to serve as

models for imitation). In other words, longer lived indi-

viduals benefit more from culture and, at the same time,

they are better at accumulating and disseminating knowl-

edge. Therefore, genetic evolution of longer LS is expect-

ed to facilitate cultural development, which, in turn, may

promote selection for the LS extension. In the second

case (cultural evolution of LS), the following feedback

loop is conceivable: elaborate culture → enhanced sur-

vival → longer LS → better prerequisites for intergenera-

tional transfer of knowledge → still more elaborate cul-

ture → still better survival and stronger selection for

enhanced social learning [12, 29, 30]. There are reasons

to believe that human LS has increased (and AR

decreased) in the course of human evolution, and that it

was due both to genetic changes and cultural develop-

ment [4, 6-7].

This hypothetical positive feedback mechanism in

the evolution of the brain, social learning, and LS is in

concordance with the fact that there are significant posi-

tive associations between longevity, brain volume (both

absolute and relative), social learning proclivity, and

technical innovation in primates [31-33] and

cetaceans [34]. Although much attention is currently

being paid to human life history research in gener-

al [35, 36], the patterns and implications of a possible co-

evolutionary interplay between LS and evolving brain,

social learning, and culture are poorly understood.

To explore these patterns, we used a computer

model, TribeSim, which was originally designed to simu-

late the dynamics of the brain-culture coevolution in a

highly social species. The detailed description of the

model and its comparison with the remotely similar

“Cultural Brain” model [12] has been published previ-

ously [13]. Simulations confirmed the plausibility of the

cultural drive in a social species in a socio-ecological sit-

uation that makes the sporadic invention of new benefi-

cial and cognitively demanding behaviors possible. The

cultural drive is more likely to be initiated if some of the

culturally transmitted behaviors are individually benefi-

cial while the others are group-beneficial. In this case,

cultural drive is possible under varying levels of the

between-group competition (BGC) and migration.

Modeling also implies that brain expansion can receive

additional boost if the evolving mechanisms of social

learning are costly in terms of brain expansion (e.g., rely

on complex neuronal circuits) and tolerant to the com-

plexity of information transferred, that is, make it possi-

ble to transfer complex skills and concepts easily. Human

language presumably fits this description. Modeling also

confirmed that extended LS can accelerate the runaway

brain-culture coevolution [13]. This is consistent with the

idea that a positive feedback loop via LS extension may

further enhance cultural development and brain expan-

sion. However, these simulations have not shown if, and

under what circumstances, cultural evolution can con-

tribute to the evolution of longer (or shorter) LS. Here,

we used a modified version of TribeSim to explore the

evolution of LS and aging (here defined as age-dependent

increase in mortality rate) in the context of the runaway

brain-culture co-evolution.

TribeSim: DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL

The detailed description of TribeSim has been pub-

lished previously [13], so here we restrict ourselves to a

brief outline of its main principles.

TribeSim is an individual-based model designed to

simulate genetic and cultural evolution in a population of

a highly social species. Population consists of competing

social groups. The maximum possible group size is speci-

fied by the parameter G; after reaching this limit, the

group splits in two halves. Group members engage in

cooperative effort to acquire resources from the environ-

ment in competition with other groups. We dubbed it

“collective hunting” [37], although other cooperative,

group-beneficial behaviors can also be considered in this

context. The resources acquired by the group are then

distributed among the group members. Individuals com-

pete with each other to increase their share. Thus, there

are two levels of resource competition: between groups

and between individuals, similar to the “nested tug-of-

war” model which was previously used to explore the

effects of BGC on the evolution of within-group cooper-

ation [38]. The outcome of competition depends on two

behavioral traits that can evolve genetically and (or) cul-

turally: “Hunting efficiency” (HE) and “Machiavellian

trick efficiency” (TrE) [39, 40]. Both traits depend on

culturally transmitted skills (memes), which can be

invented from scratch (with a fixed low probability) or

acquired from group mates via social learning. All indi-
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viduals are born with genetically determined starting val-

ues of HE and TrE (10 and 0, respectively) and no memes

in memory.

Higher values of HE benefit the group (HE is a

“cooperative trait”), because the amount of resources

acquired by the group is proportional to the sum of indi-

vidual HEs of all group members who go hunting (“hunt-

ing effort” of the group). The higher the hunting effort of

a group, the less is the share of other groups. This results

in the intergroup competition, which presumably was

quite strong in the Pleistocene hominins [11]. Within

groups, the resources are distributed according to the

individual values of TrE. TrE is a “selfish trait”: high TrE

benefits an individual but not the group.

Here, we introduce another phenotypic character,

AR (aging rate), which can evolve genetically and/or cul-

turally, and a new category of memes (AR memes). AR

memes affect the age-dependent risk of death and can

either enhance or impair survival. Although AR has no

direct impact on the outcome of resource competition, it

can affect it indirectly (see below).

In TribeSim, selection acts at three levels.

1) Group selection. BGC for resources and selective

survival, growth and splitting of the groups result in group

selection which favors the development of cooperative

traits [41, 42]. We can regulate the intensity of group

selection by modifying parameter G. For instance, when

G = 15, there are many small competing groups, BGC is

very intense, and group selection is strong. When G is

higher than the maximum possible population size

(e.g., G = 2000), then all population is a single group, and

there is no group selection.

2) Individual selection. Within-group resource com-

petition results in selective survival and reproduction of

individuals. Individual selection favors the development

of “selfish traits” that benefit the individual and may be

deleterious or neutral for the group. TrE is usually neutral

for the group because enhanced reproduction of individ-

uals with higher TrE compensates for poor reproduction

of individuals with lower TrE.

3) Meme selection. Memes compete for dominance

in individual memory and in the group’s culture (meme

pool). Meme selection favors memes that spread faster

(those that are easier to learn or require less memory

capacity to be remembered) [24]. The meme’s fate also

depends on its influence on the individual and group phe-

notypes. Some meme categories may acquire “viral prop-

erties” if they help themselves to propagate (that is, if they

make their bearer a more efficient machine for meme dis-

semination). Teaching skills are one example of such

memes [13].

Individuals are diploid and reproduce sexually. Pairs

are formed at random within groups (between-group

migration is a separate process); a pair produces one

progeny if the parents have enough resources; both par-

ents invest in progeny; pairs are formed anew each year.

The evolvable part of the genotype includes genes for

memory capacity (MC), learning efficiency (LE), HE,

TrE, and AR. Each gene can be either set to constant (in

this case, the trait cannot evolve genetically) or allowed to

mutate and therefore evolve. Each copy of a gene has a

“value” which is directly translated into phenotype

(e.g., if the starting value of MC gene is 0, then all indi-

viduals in the population initially have zero memory

capacity; a heterozygous individual with two copies of

MC gene with values 0 and 0.2 has MC = 0.1).

The genotypic values of MC and LE are linked to the

brain volume: increasing them results in larger brains (by

default, brain volume is equal to 20 + MC + 30*LE). This

is in concordance with the empirical correlations between

the brain volume and social learning in primates [32, 33],

cetaceans [34], and presumably birds [43]. Brain volume

is a costly trait, because the amount of resources needed

to produce a child is proportional to the child’s brain vol-

ume. This agrees with the idea that parental investment

has increased greatly in the course of hominin evolution

along with the energetic and cognitive demands of the

rapidly growing juvenile brain [18, 44].

Memes are stored in memory and affect phenotypic

traits HE, TrE, and AR. Memes are rarely invented; they

can be transferred via social learning and forgotten. Each

meme is characterized by its category (HE, TrE, or AR),

size (the amount of MC needed to store the meme), and

efficiency (the change in the phenotypic trait of an individ-

ual who knows the meme). Size and efficiency are posi-

tively correlated, but the correlation is weak [24]. Large

memes can only be learned by individuals with sufficient

free MC; thus, meme size limits its propagation. LE affects

the probability of successful meme transfer regardless of

the meme size. The reasons for this are discussed in [13]; it

is suggested that LE, when modeled this way, is helpful for

understanding the evolution of human language abilities.

An individual phenotype includes five variable traits:

HE (calculated as the sum of the genetic value of HE and

the efficiencies of all HE memes known by the individ-

ual), TrE (genotypic value of TrE plus the sum of the effi-

ciencies of all TrE memes known), AR (calculated simi-

larly; efficiencies of AR memes can be both positive and

negative; this corresponds to survival-impairing and sur-

vival-enhancing memes); LE (genetically defined; LE is

broadly analogous to the social learning fidelity which is

thought to be essential for the brain-culture coevolution)

[1, 2, 12]; and MC (genetically defined).

The life of the simulated population consists of steps

(years). The following events take place every year.

1) Spending resources on life support. In the new ver-

sion of TribeSim, the cost of life support depends on AR:

one must spend additional resources to diminish the risk

of death (e.g., by making shelter or clothes); otherwise,

one can save a few resources by leading a more risky

lifestyle. This automatically results in a classical trade-off

between reproduction and survival [45], because extra
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resources saved by a risk-prone individual will be most

probably spent on reproduction. Introducing the resource

cost for enhanced survival is essential for the goals of the

current study because (i) otherwise selection will always

favor the lowest possible AR, and (ii) all limitations in

TribeSim (e.g., constraints on birth rate and brain expan-

sion) are basically resource limitations, so it is logical that

enhanced survival should also be resource constrained.

The idea of resource costs of enhanced survival is vividly

illustrated by the story of three little pigs: Two pigs saved

their resources by building houses of straw and sticks, but

put their lives at risk, while the third pig spent many

resources on a brick house, thereby enhancing his

chances for survival. Per year cost of life support equals

40*(0.3–AR)2 + 2. This formula ensures that, as slower

aging evolves, it becomes increasingly more costly to con-

tinue evolving in this direction.

2) Spontaneous invention of new memes. An individ-

ual invents a meme of a given category with a fixed, low

probability (0.0001 per year), regardless of the number of

meme categories allowed.

3) Spontaneous forgetting of memes. Each individual

can forget any meme with a probability 0.01 per year.

4) Collective hunting. All individuals who possess

enough resources go hunting; the cost of the action is 2

resources.

5) Sharing the resources. The resources obtained by

the group are shared among all group members. This is

consistent with the traditional behavior of some

hunter–gatherers [46] and even chimpanzees often share

meat after successful hunt [47]. By default, everyone’s

shares are equal. However, if there are individuals with

TrE > 0, they perform “Machiavellian tricks” to claim

larger share. The resources are then distributed according

to the individual values of TrE.

6) Learning. Each individual randomly selects a

group mate and tries to learn a meme from her. The

meme is selected randomly from the memes known by a

potential teacher but not by the student. If there are no

such memes, or if the size of the selected meme exceeds

the free MC of the student, the attempt fails. Otherwise,

the probability of success equals to the student’s LE.

7) Death. In the new version of TribeSim, we used

the Gompertz law in its simplest form: The probability of

death during the current year equals to IRM*eAR*(Age–1),

where IRM (initial rate of mortality) is a constant (in the

current study, IRM = 0.008); AR is a phenotypic trait that

can evolve genetically and culturally; age is the individ-

ual’s age in years. Additionally, an individual can die of

hunger if he or she does not have enough resources for life

support for two years in a row (one hungry year often fol-

lows the birth of a child and is not lethal).

8) Reproduction. Each individual older than 6 years

attempts to form a pair with a group mate and produce a

child. Although age at maturation tends to covary with

LS [48, 49], the focus of the current study was on the evo-

lution of LS; so, we modeled a fixed age of maturation for

simplicity. Pairs are formed for one year only (serial

monogamy). If there are no unpaired individuals in the

group, the attempt fails. After the pair is formed, the pos-

sibility of producing a child is tested. To produce a child,

the parents have to spend the amount of resources which

is equal to the proposed child’s brain volume multiplied by 2.

Forty percent of these resources are transferred to the

child. If both parents together do not have enough

resources, the attempt to produce a child fails. After the

child is produced, and if the parents have some resources

left, 40% of these resources are also transferred to the child,

and the remainder is distributed equally among the par-

ents. The equality of parents in TribeSim is reminiscent of

the supposedly increased paternal care, decreased sexual

dimorphism, and trend toward monogamy and cooperative

breeding in hominins [14, 16, 50]. For simplicity, simulat-

ed individuals in TribeSim do not have a fixed gender; any

two individuals can form a pair and produce offspring.

9) Splitting of the groups. If the group exceeds its

upper limit G, it splits in two equal groups.

10) Between-group migration. An individual can

leave his/her group and join another (randomly selected)

group with a specified probability (0.001 per year by

default).

The parameter values (table) were selected arbitrari-

ly based on the logic of the model and the experience of

the preliminary model runs (e.g., the default genetic value

of HE was set to 10 to ensure that the population can sur-

vive even in the absence of adaptive knowledge). No

attempt was made to simulate any real primate species or

to obtain quantitatively precise predictions.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Genetic evolution of the rate of aging (AR) and other

adaptive traits (HE and TrE). In the first series of simula-

tions, we have switched the culture off (probability of

meme invention was set to zero) to explore the mutual

influence of the genetic evolution of AR and other adap-

tive traits. Some researchers have argued that aging can

evolve as an adaptation aimed to enhance evolvability,

that is, to accelerate the adaptive evolution of other traits

[7, 51-54]. One hypothetical mechanism of such acceler-

ation is via shorter generation time. We asked how fast

will HE and TrE evolve at a fixed high (AR = 0.25) or low

(AR = 0.03) aging rate. In TribeSim, individuals and

groups engage in a never-ending evolutionary arms race

with each other. Groups always compete with other

groups, thereby promoting the evolution of HE by group

selection. Within groups, individuals always compete with

their group mates, thus facilitating the evolution of TrE by

individual selection. This race never stops, and therefore,

high evolvability is clearly beneficial to the evolving line-

ages, at least in the long term.
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Will HE and TrE evolve faster when aging is fast? In

this simulation experiment we used an intermediate level

of BGC (G = 40) which ensures that both group selection

and individual selection are reasonably efficient. The

results are shown in Fig. 1.

Simulation showed that the group-beneficial trait,

HE, evolves faster when aging is fast than when aging is

slow, as expected. However, the individually beneficial

trait, TrE, evolves faster when aging is slow. Apparently, in

this case, the evolution-decelerating effect of longer gen-

eration time is outweighed by some other factor. The

nature of this factor becomes clear when we consider the

way in which TrE affects the Darwinian fitness of individ-

uals. Individuals with higher TrE receive larger share of

resources acquired by the group than their group mates

with lower TrE. This allows for more offspring (shortens

the intervals between births) and reduces the risk of star-

vation. The first benefit is equally important for long- and

short-lived individuals, but the second one is more

important in a population of long-livers. When

AR = 0.03, average LS is 38-40 years with the current

parameters; when AR = 0.25, average LS is 12-13 years.

In the first case, the resource competition is more

intense, and the percentage of deaths by hunger is higher

(17-18% of all deaths); when AR = 0.25, deaths by

hunger are almost absent. Moreover, in a population of

Parameter

Environmental resources per
year (R)

Memory capacity (MC) gene
mutation rate, effect mean,
StDev

Learning efficiency (LE) gene
mutation rate, effect mean,
StDev

Aging rate (AR) gene mutation
rate, effect mean, StDev

Hunting efficiency (HE) gene
mutation rate, effect mean, StDev

Machiavellian trick efficiency
(TrE) gene mutation rate, effect
mean, StDev

Basic brain volume

Actual brain volume

TrE memes: efficiency mean,
StDev, C, R

HE memes: efficiency mean,
StDev, C, R

AR memes: efficiency mean,
StDev, C, R

Probability of forgetting a meme

Hunting cost

Migration chance

Initial state: population size,
resources per individual

Default parameter values

Comments

maximum amount of resources that can be acquired from the environ-
ment per year; puts a limit on population size; under default parameters,
population size is about 700-800 individuals

MC gene mutates with a probability 0.04 when transferred from parent to
child; mutation effect is added to the gene value; if the resulting value is
out of the permitted range (in this case, if MC becomes negative), muta-
tion is cancelled and attempt is repeated

LE ranges from 0 (zero chance to learn a meme) to 1 (100% success rate)

with default parameters, AR typically ranges from 0 (no aging) to 0.25
(very fast aging)

minimum possible brain volume; brain volume of an individual is 20,
when MC and LE gene values are both zero

brain becomes larger with increasing social learning abilities

when a TrE meme is invented, its efficiency is set to normally distributed
random value (if negative, attempt is repeated); meme size is the absolute
value of meme efficiency multiplied by C plus a random number with
zero mean and standard deviation R

same as previous; efficiency cannot be negative

AR meme efficiency can be both positive (survival-impairing memes)
and negative (survival-enhancing memes)

individual forgets each meme with a probability 0.01 per year

2 resources are taken from an individual for participating in hunting

probability of migration to another group (per individual per year)

simulation starts with 10 individuals each possessing 20 resources

Default

6000

0.04, 0, 0.4

0.04, 0, 0.1

0.04, 0, 0.002

0.002, 0, 0.5

0.002, 0, 0.1

20

20 + MC + 30*LE

1, 1.5, 1, 2

4, 6, 0.25, 2

0, 0.03, 5, 2

0.01

2

0.001

10, 20
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long-livers with heritable variation in TrE, there is a high

resource inequality, which deprives the individuals with

lower TrE from the opportunity to reproduce.

Consequently, in a population of long-livers, TrE is under

stronger selection. This turns out to be a more powerful

evolutionary force than the effect of longer generation

time. This results in faster evolution of TrE in a popula-

tion of slowly aging individuals.

Thus, we see that faster aging can accelerate the

evolution of some but not all adaptive traits. If the trait’s

positive effect on fitness increases with LS, then the trait

can even evolve faster in a population of slowly aging

individuals.

Next, we asked if faster (or slower) aging can evolve

because it accelerates the evolution of other adaptive

traits. To this end, we modeled a population in which two

traits (AR and HE or AR and TrE) evolve genetically, and

compared it with a population in which only AR evolves

genetically; culture is absent. If faster (or slower) aging

can evolve specifically in order to accelerate the evolution

of other traits, then we expect that the joint evolution of

AR and HE will result in faster aging, while the joint evo-

lution of AR and TrE will result in slower aging, as com-

pared with a population in which only AR evolves.

In this experiment, as well as in the subsequent ones,

we used three different levels of BGC: G = 15 (strong

BGC and group selection, weak individual selection),

G = 40 (moderate BGC, group and individual selections

of comparable strength), and G = 2000 (no BGC, no

group selection, strong individual selection). The simula-

tion results are shown in Fig. 2.

The diagrams show that the joint evolution with

other traits has no significant effect on the evolution of

AR. Minor differences seen in the chart are not in line

with the above expectation and can be explained by other

factors (small number of model runs and slightly lower

efficiency of selection on a trait when more than one trait

is under selection). Thus, simulations did not confirm the

idea that the rate of aging can evolve specifically in order

to accelerate the evolution of some other adaptive traits.

The diagrams also show that stronger BGC promotes

the evolution of faster aging, while weaker BGC facili-

tates the evolution of slower aging. This is because longer

LS is very beneficial to individuals but not to groups (the

group’s competitiveness does not depend much on how

quickly generations change within the group). When

BGC is strong, both individual and group selections are

working against excessive consumption of resources

needed for enhanced survival, but when BGC is absent,

only individual selection is doing the job. From the stand-

point of the “good of the individual”, the benefits of a

long life outweigh the damage caused by the costs of its

extension, while from the standpoint of the “good of the

group”, these costs are not compensated. Therefore, in

the case of a predominance of group selection, faster

aging evolves, and in the case of a predominance of indi-

vidual selection, slower aging evolves.

We can see that HE (group-beneficial trait) develops

better when BGC is strong (G = 15), as expected. In this

particular case, the evolution of HE is also accelerated by

faster aging. Conversely, TrE (individually beneficial trait)

develops better when BGS is absent and individual selec-

tion is the strongest (G = 2000); slow aging also aids the

evolution of TrE.

The impact of Machiavellian and cooperative cultures

on the genetic evolution of aging. Cultural traits differ

from genetically determined traits in several important

ways [55], two of which are especially relevant for the cur-

rent study. First, cultural traits are inherited not only ver-

tically (from parents to children), but also horizontally

Fig. 1. Genetic evolution of HE and TrE under fast and slow aging (short and long generation time). Mean population values are shown for

the years 50,000-80,000, from three model runs (± standard deviation). The diagrams show that HE evolves faster when aging is fast, while

TrE evolves faster when aging is slow. Parameters: Genetic evolution: HE, TrE; Culture: none; G = 40.
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(from any individual to any other). This means that

reproduction of memes is not inextricably linked with

reproduction of genes. As a result, memes can evolve in a

“selfish” way: Cultural evolution can produce traits that

reduce the Darwinian fitness of individuals (i.e., impair

the propagation of their genes). Second, cultural traits

take time to acquire through social learning. Individuals

are born with empty memories and are able to learn

throughout their lives. The longer they live, the more

knowledge they can acquire, and the stronger the pheno-

Fig. 2. Genetic evolution of AR, HE, and TrE in three situations: Only AR evolves, AR and HE evolve, AR and TrE evolve; culture is absent.

Mean values for the years 50,000-80,000 from three model runs are shown (± standard deviation).
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typic expression of the culturally determined trait will be.

For example, hunting prowess (HE) can be honed over a

lifetime, making older individuals, on average, more effi-

cient hunters than younger individuals.

Our next task was to understand how culture

(Machiavellian, cooperative, and complex) influences the

evolution of AR. For simplicity, we started with modeling

not a naturally developing culture (which, according to

the theory of cultural drive, co-evolved with the ability for

social learning), but a stationary one, evolving only with-

in the initially specified limits. To do this, we set the fixed

values MC = 5 (memory that can accommodate several

large memes or several dozen small ones) and LE = 0.6

(at this level of learning efficiency, it takes about 10-20

years to fill the memory with memes). Both traits in this

experiment were “free”, i.e., did not affect the brain vol-

ume, which was always equal to 20. With these parame-

ters, the population’s meme pool is quickly (within the

first hundreds of years) filled with a sufficient number of

memes, so that the memory of individuals does not stay

empty. The simulation results are shown in Fig. 3a.

The figure shows that culture tends to facilitate the

evolution of delayed aging (in each group of four bars,

bars 2-4 are in most cases lower than bar 1).

Machiavellian culture is more conducive to this when

BGC is minimal (that is, when conditions for the devel-

opment of such a culture are most favorable).

Conversely, cooperative culture promotes slower aging

most efficiently when BGC is strong (which means that

conditions are favorable for the development of cooper-

ative culture). Complex culture sums up the effects of

both specialized cultures, enhancing selection for slow

aging at any level of BGC.

Two exceptions are easy to explain. In the first case

(strong BGC, Machiavellian culture, bar 2 in group 1),

the culture develops poorly, because with a strong BGC,

the effectiveness of individual selection, which supports

“selfish” traits, is low. Accordingly, the influence of cul-

ture on the evolution of AR is negligible. In the second

case (no BGC, cooperative culture, bar 3 in group 3),

there is no group selection to support group-beneficial

traits such as HE. Accordingly, culture develops poorly,

and most importantly, it is not adaptive in the evolution-

ary sense, because HE is not favored by selection in the

absence of BGC. Such an “adaptively neutral” culture, as

one would expect, does not affect the evolution of aging.

Fig. 3. Genetic and cultural evolution of AR. Brain does not evolve (MC = 5, LE = 0.6, Brain volume = 20). Mean values for the years 50,000-

80,000 from three model runs are shown (± standard deviation). a) Genetic evolution of AR in four situations: No Culture, culture contains

only TrE memes (Machiavellian Culture), culture contains only HE memes (Cooperative Culture), culture contains both types of memes

(Complex Culture). b) Cultural evolution of AR in four situations: only AR memes are allowed (No Culture), AR and TrE memes

(Machiavellian Culture), AR and HE memes (Cooperative Culture), AR, TrE, and HE memes (Complex Culture). Genotypic (innate) level

of AR is 0.1.

a b
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Why does culture, as a rule, contribute to the evolu-

tion of delayed aging (Fig. 3a), while the genetic evolu-

tion of the same phenotypic traits (HE and TrE) does not

affect the evolution of AR (Fig. 2)? The reason is that

genetically determined traits are innate, while it takes

time to master culturally determined traits. In the pres-

ence of cooperative culture (HE memes), individuals

gradually become more and more skillful hunters

throughout their lives. At the same time, they become

better keepers and disseminators of useful knowledge

(hunting skills). Therefore, the longer individuals live, the

better for the group: There will be more good hunters and

more useful knowledge in it. Consequently, group selec-

tion favors slower aging.

In the presence of “selfish” Machiavellian culture

(TrE memes), individuals become more and more sophis-

ticated Machiavellian intriguers during their lives. This

allows them to receive more resources, and, therefore, to

produce more offspring and less likely to die from hunger.

Therefore, in the presence of Machiavellian culture (but

not innate “Machiavellian instincts”), the Darwinian fit-

ness of individuals grows with a strong acceleration as

their LS increases. Consequently, individual selection

favors LS extension.

Interestingly, in the absence of BGC, excessive slow-

ing of aging in combination with Machiavellian culture

(bar 2 in group 3, Fig. 3a) leads to the extinction of the

population under basic parameters (congenital HE

level = 10). To complete this experiment, we had to dou-

ble the innate HE level (HE = 20), which is analogous to

the artificial feeding of a population unable to feed itself.

The mechanism of extinction is as follows. The extension

of LS intensifies the competition for resources, and the

Machiavellian culture makes the distribution of these

resources extremely uneven (strong resource inequality).

Young individuals get almost nothing until they have

learned enough TrE memes. The few lucky enough to

quickly learn efficient TrE memes live long lives and

reproduce successfully, but most young individuals die

from the lack of resources. A society of “greedy and cun-

ning long-livers and starving youth” is emerging. An

acute shortage of resources leads to a decrease in the pro-

portion of individuals participating in collective hunting.

Hunting is a costly action for which an individual spends

2 resources; if one does not have these resources, one

does not go hunting. The decrease in the number of

hunters could be compensated by the increase in hunting

prowess, but in this case, this is not possible, since the

innate HE level does not evolve, and there are no HE

memes. As a result, destructive positive feedback is trig-

gered (hunger increases – fewer hunters – hunger

increases even more), which ends with the extinction of

the population. The disaster begins at the moment when

the total hunting effort of the population becomes insuf-

ficient to extract all 6000 resources provided annually by

the environment. Of course, this is possible only in the

absence of BGC. If group selection works, it will prevent

the catastrophe by prudently discarding groups in which

aging deceleration and resource inequality have gone too

far. This is exactly what happens, for example, in the sit-

uation “Machiavellian culture, G = 40” (bar 2 in group 2,

Fig. 3a): group selection does not allow aging to slow

down too much.

Cultural evolution of the rate of aging. After looking at

how culture influences the genetic evolution of AR, we

repeated the previous experiment, this time allowing the

trait to evolve culturally rather than genetically. To do this,

we prohibited the AR gene from mutating (fixed genotyp-

ic value AR = 0.1) and introduced a new category of

memes: AR memes. These memes can either increase or

decrease AR. The first corresponds to a risky behavior that

allows an individual to save resources or, which is the

same thing, to get additional resources in exchange for the

increased risk of death (“straw hut memes”). The second

corresponds to spending additional resources to minimize

risk of death (“brick house memes”).

We modeled the same three levels of BGC (G = 15,

40, 2000) and four variants of culture: No culture (AR

memes only), Machiavellian culture (AR and TrE

memes), Cooperative culture (AR and HE memes), and

Complex culture (AR, TrE, and HE memes). Other

parameters were the same as in the previous experiment.

We already know to what stable levels the genetic

evolution of AR tends with these parameters (Fig. 3a). In

other words, we know the evolutionary optima (or evolu-

tionary stable states) of AR from the genes’ point of view.

Will the cultural evolution of AR be attracted to the same

stable states? The simulation results are shown in Fig. 3b.

We see that BGC affects the cultural and genetic evo-

lution of AR in a similar way: strong BGC contributes to

the cultural evolution of high AR (this allows the group to

save resources), while weak BGC promotes the cultural

evolution of low AR. However, the way Machiavellian and

cooperative cultures influence the cultural evolution of

AR is very different from what we observed in the case of

genetic evolution of AR. There are several reasons for

these differences.

The first reason is that in cultural evolution, compe-

tition between memes for dominance in the memory of

individuals and group meme pools plays an important

role. Indirect analogs of this can be found in genetic evo-

lution in nature (e.g., trade-offs between different adap-

tive traits), but this is not the case in TribeSim. For exam-

ple, the TrE gene alleles compete with each other, but not

with the HE or AR gene alleles, and the evolution of

innate Machiavellian abilities does not limit the evolution

of innate hunting abilities in any way. Memes of different

categories, on the contrary, compete for the same

resources: hosts (individuals), their memory capacity, and

the time they spend on learning.

The second reason is that certain categories of memes

can become viral, that is, they can enhance their own
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spread by turning their hosts into more efficient

“machines for meme storage and dissemination”. AR

memes with a negative effect (“brick house memes”) are

a typical example of viral memes because they extend the

life of individuals. Long-lived individuals accumulate

more memes in their memory, keep them longer and pass

them on to a larger number of imitators (students).

Therefore, other things being equal, “brick house

memes” spread faster and outperform “straw hut

memes”. Because of this, cultural evolution of AR often

results in lower phenotypic values of AR than it is optimal

from the point of view of genes (below the evolutionarily

stable state characteristic of the genetic evolution of AR).

The third reason is that a long LS enhances cultural

development, while a short LS inhibits it [13]. Therefore,

all other things being equal, in a society of long-livers,

any culturally determined phenotypic traits develop more

strongly than in a society of short-lived individuals.

Let us consider in more detail the 12 situations

shown in Fig. 3b (bars nos. 1-12) to understand how these

factors work. It should be remembered that the genotypic

(congenital) AR level is fixed and equal to 0.1, and the

phenotypic AR value can be changed only by learning AR

memes.

No. 1: Strong BGC, only AR memes are allowed. As

we know, in this situation, the genetic evolution of AR

tends to AR ≈ 0.21 (Fig. 3a, bar 1). A strong BGC makes

saving resources highly relevant for groups. Group selec-

tion supports groups with low LS because short-lived

individuals spend less resources per year. During cultural

evolution (Fig. 3b, bar 1), a lower level of AR is estab-

lished (AR ≈ 0.14), but it is still higher than the initial

genotypic level of 0.1. This means that in competing

groups, under the influence of cultural group selec-

tion [42], a “straw hut culture” is formed. The final AR

level is still lower than in genetic evolution because “straw

hut memes” shorten the life of their hosts, thereby hin-

dering their own spread. Therefore, it is difficult for them

to compete with the “brick house memes”, which, on the

contrary, help themselves to spread (are viral).

No. 2: Strong BGC; AR and TrE memes allowed.

Strong BGC results in poor development of the

Machiavellian culture. As a result, AR memes with a pos-

itive effect (“straw hut memes”), supported by powerful

group selection, drive out TrE memes from the meme

pool. Consequently, the Machiavellian culture does not

affect the final AR level, which turns out to be the same as

in the previous case (about 0.14).

Nos. 3-4: Strong BGC; AR and HE or AR, TrE and

HE memes are allowed. Strong cultural group selection

supports groups with an effective cooperative (hunting)

culture. As a result, this culture is developing strongly, and

HE memes are almost completely displacing AR and TrE

memes from the group meme pools. The AR culture can-

not develop at all, and the phenotypic level of AR remains

at its original, genetically determined level (0.1). This is

also facilitated by the weakness of group selection in favor

of “straw hut memes”, since the evolutionary optimum in

the genetic evolution of AR with these parameters (coop-

erative culture and G = 15) is about 0.12-0.13 (Fig. 3a,

bars 2 and 3) which is only slightly higher than the con-

genital genotypic level of AR in the current experiment

(0.1). Therefore, group selection to reduce LS in this sit-

uation is not very strong. More important are the hunting

skills which require time (that is, longer lives) for their

acquisition.

No. 5: Moderate BGC; only AR memes are allowed.

In this case, the level AR ≈ 0.07 is established, which is

lower than the initial genotypic level (0.1) and much

lower than the level to which the genetic evolution of AR

tends under the same conditions (0.18, Fig. 3a, bar 5).

The first means that the groups have developed a “culture

of brick houses”. The second means that this culture has

developed despite the fact that it would be more beneficial

(in terms of Darwinian fitness) to individuals and groups

to have lower LS, that is, to have a “straw hut culture”.

Obviously, this is the result of “selfishness”, or the viral

properties of the “brick house memes” (see above).

Nos. 6-8: Moderate BGC; AR and TrE, AR and HE

or AR, TrE, and HE memes are allowed. In the genetic

evolution of AR with these parameters, any culture

(Machiavellian, Cooperative, or Complex) leads to a

decrease in AR (in Fig. 3a, bars 6-8 are lower than bar 5).

With cultural evolution, this is not observed: the final AR

level remains approximately the same as in the previous

situation (0.05-0.07; Fig. 3b, bar 5). The reason lies in the

balance of two evolutionary forces. On one hand,

Machiavellian and/or hunting culture enhances individ-

ual and/or group selection for longevity. On the other

hand, Machiavellian and hunting memes, supported by

selection, spread in the meme pool and thus limit the pos-

sibilities for the propagation of “brick house memes”.

Nos. 9 and 11: No BGC; AR or AR and HE memes

are allowed. In the absence of BGC, the hunting culture

is not supported by selection, HE memes do not spread

and do not affect the final AR level, so these two situa-

tions are similar. The resulting AR level is very low

(0.019-0.020). This is significantly lower than in the case

of genetic evolution of AR under the same conditions

(0.043). The reason is again in the “selfishness” of AR

memes with a negative effect (memes of brick houses). By

extending the life of individuals, these memes help them-

selves to spread. As a result, individuals live longer than

would be optimal from the point of view of their

Darwinian fitness.

Nos. 10 and 12: No BGC; AR and TrE or AR, TrE,

and HE memes are allowed. In the absence of BGC, HE

memes are not supported by selection and do not affect

the final AR level, as already mentioned, so the two situ-

ations are similar. The resulting AR level is 0.047-0.048,

which is significantly higher than in the case of genetic

evolution of AR under these conditions (0.001). It is also
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higher than in the case of cultural evolution of AR in the

absence of the Machiavellian culture (0.019-0.020, see

above). The reason is in the extremely strong develop-

ment of Machiavellian culture with these parameters. TrE

memes fill a significant part of the meme pool (the vol-

ume of which is limited by fixed values of MC and LE)

and thereby hinder the development of the culture of

brick houses. The strong development of Machiavellian

culture under these parameters is explained by the fact

that the long life of individuals leads to a shortage of

resources, while Machiavellian culture itself creates a

strong resource inequality (a “society of greedy, cunning

long-livers and starving simple-minded youth”). The

combination of these two factors leads to a dramatic

increase in the proportion of deaths by hunger. This pro-

portion increases to 62-65% of the total number of annu-

al deaths (in the absence of Machiavellian culture in situ-

ations 9 and 11, it is less than 1%). Under such circum-

stances, the best protection from premature death is pro-

vided not by the “brick house memes” (which actually

increase the individual’s need for resources), but by the

TrE memes, which provide the individual with additional

resources. Machiavellian memes, by prolonging the life of

individuals, acquire viral properties and spread even

faster, displacing AR memes from the meme pool and

thereby hindering the development of the culture of brick

houses.

In the absence of hunting memes (situation 10), the

population dies out in the same way as in the case of the

genetic evolution of AR with the same parameters (see

above). To complete this model experiment, we had to

increase the innate HE level (from 10 to 20). If hunting

memes are allowed (situation 12), then the population

survives. Although hunting culture in the absence of BGC

is not supported by selection, some HE memes still

spread due to what can be called “cultural drift”, a phe-

nomenon which is especially pronounced in the absence

of BGC [13]. As a result, the average HE level is above 10,

and the population does not reach the fatal threshold,

when the total hunting effort of the population becomes

insufficient to extract all 6000 resources provided annual-

ly by the environment.

Genetic-cultural evolution of AR. So far, we have

compared the genetic and cultural evolution of AR, look-

ing at them separately. However, in real anthropogenesis,

these processes most likely have proceeded in parallel.

There are reasons to believe that there were both the

genetic evolution of AR (e.g., the maximum LS of Homo

sapiens is about twice as high as the maximum LS of other

great apes [56]) and cultural evolution: it is obvious that

humanity has accumulated a huge amount of knowledge,

customs, skills, social practices and norms that affect sur-

vival and LS [4-7].

In TribeSim, if AR is allowed to evolve in both ways

simultaneously, then a complex process of genetic-cultur-

al evolution of the trait unfolds. Genetic changes in AR

affect the development of cultural AR controls and vice

versa. Let us consider the course of the genetic-cultural

evolution of AR in two situations that differ in the direc-

tion of “evolutionary interests” (the position of evolu-

tionary stable states or optima) of the AR genes and AR

memes.

1) The “interests” of genes and memes are initially in

different directions. Parameters: Genetic evolution of AR

(other genes are fixed); cultural evolution of AR (other

memes are prohibited); initial genotypic level of AR is

0.1; G = 40 (moderate BGC).

We already know from previous experiments that

with such parameters, the genetic evolution of AR, if

other factors do not interfere with it, tends to an equilib-

rium level of about 0.18, while cultural evolution, due to

the ability of “brick house memes” to facilitate their own

spread, tends to a lower level of about 0.07.

In the case of genetic-cultural evolution, memes

begin to shift the trait down, while genes are trying to shift

it up and to compensate for the influence of culture

(Fig. 4, left graph). Culture in this case plays the role of

non-adaptive phenotypic plasticity, which contributes to

the enhanced genetic evolution of a trait in the direction

opposite to the direction of plastic changes [57]. In other

words, because culture pulls the trait down, genes have to

pull it up even more. This phenomenon is known as

genetic compensation [58]. The genetic-cultural evolu-

tionary process needs considerable time to come to a sta-

tionary state, partially because culture introduces a wide

variation in the phenotypic manifestation of the trait, and

thus selection turns out to be less effective. Eventually, the

genotypic value of the trait rises above the level to which

the purely genetic evolution of AR tends under the same

conditions. In this case, the effect of culture is always

aimed at reducing the phenotypic value of AR, that is, the

culture of brick houses develops and is maintained.

2) The “interests” of genes and memes are initially

unidirectional. Parameters: Genetic evolution of AR

(other genes are fixed); cultural evolution of AR (other

memes are prohibited); initial genotypic level of AR is

0.04; G = 15 (strong BGC).

In this case, the genetic evolution of AR in the

absence of culture tends to 0.21, and cultural evolution in

the absence of genetic evolution tends to 0.14. Both levels

are significantly higher than the starting genotypic level of

AR in the current experiment (0.04). Therefore, at the

initial stage, both memes and genes should strive to

increase AR.

Indeed, in this situation, at first, the culture of straw

huts quickly develops (Fig. 4: in the left part of the second

graph the phenotypic AR level is higher than the geno-

typic level). The genetic level of AR is also growing, albeit

at a slower pace. Soon enough, this growth results in cul-

ture first becoming neutral (the memes of straw huts and

brick houses balance each other), and then a full-fledged

culture of brick houses develops. This happens long
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before the genotypic or phenotypic value of AR

approaches 0.21 or even 0.14, which is explained by the

viral properties of brick house memes (these memes, as

we remember, help themselves to spread, because they

prolong the life of their carriers). The selfish evolution of

memes shifts the AR level below the genetic evolutionary

optimum.

As a result, in both cases shown in Fig. 4, a society is

emerging in which young individuals lead a risky life,

thereby gaining additional resources, and they have a

genetic predisposition to this risky life. But with age, indi-

viduals acquire knowledge and skills that make life safer,

albeit more resource costly. This is similar to what we see

in many human societies.

Genetic evolution of AR and the cultural drive. So far,

we have explored the influence of culture on the evolution

of LS and aging with fixed (non-evolving) values of mem-

ory capacity (MC), learning efficiency (LE), and brain

volume. However, in real anthropogenesis, human-spe-

cific evolutionary changes in LS and AR most probably

took place against the background of a rapidly evolving

brain and developing culture.

Our next task was to simulate the evolution of AR in

the context of cultural drive (runaway coevolution of the

brain, culture, and social learning). The TribeSim pro-

gram was originally designed specifically for the study of

cultural drive [13].

It has been suggested that an additional positive

feedback loop through life extension may be present in

the autocatalytic coevolution of the brain and culture.

Cultural development leads to life extension (both

through culturally transmitted skills that extend life and

through selection for longevity, which culture promotes).

The long life of individuals, in turn, contributes to an

even greater development of culture, which stimulates

further development of the brain [1, 11, 12, 28-30]. We

have previously shown using TribeSim that extending the

life of individuals does indeed facilitate brain expansion

and cultural development [13], but we have not yet mod-

eled the evolution of LS (or the AR) in the context of cul-

tural drive.

To look at how the brain-culture co-evolution inter-

acts with the evolution of AR, we used the following

parameters: Genetic evolution of AR, MC, and LE; ini-

tial values: AR = 0.1, MC = 0, LE = 0. MC and AR are

costly traits in the sense that their growth leads to an

increase in brain volume (which equals to 20 + MC +

30 * LE), and with the increase in brain volume, the

resource cost of reproduction increases.

We simulated the process at three different levels of

BGC (G = 15, 40, and 2000) and four variants of culture:

No culture, Machiavellian, Cooperative, and Complex.

First, let us consider in detail the course of the process

with G = 40 and a Complex culture (Fig. 5), and then

more briefly at the remaining 11 combinations of param-

eters (Fig. 6a).

Figure 5 shows that with the evolving AR, a much

more powerful cultural drive occurs than with AR fixed at

Fig. 4. Genetic-cultural evolution of AR. Thin line – genotypic value of AR, thick line – phenotypic value of AR. Straight horizontal line

marks the stable state of the trait, which the genetic evolution of AR tends to under the same conditions without culture. The difference

between the phenotype and genotype reflects the effect of culture. This difference is positive (the phenotypic value of AR is higher than the

genotypic one) when “the culture of straw huts” predominates, and negative when “the culture of brick houses” prevails. Mean values from

three model runs are shown.
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a relatively high level (AR = 0.1): Social learning (MC

and LE, on which the brain volume depends) and culture,

especially Machiavellian, develop more strongly. This is

primarily due to the extension of LS (long-livers are bet-

ter keepers and disseminators of knowledge), and second-

ly, to the intensified development of Machiavellian cul-

ture. The latter, at a certain stage, forms a positive feed-

back loop with an increase in the proportion of deaths

from starvation. TrE memes exacerbate resource inequal-

ity, which leads to the increase in the proportion of deaths

by hunger. This, in turn, leads to the emergence of a

strong lifesaving effect in TrE memes and, as a conse-

quence, to an even greater spread of TrE memes and to an

even greater resource inequality. At the same time, the

development of Machiavellian culture spurs selection to

improve social learning abilities, which results in brain

expansion.

In this case, the cultural drive is first triggered by HE

memes, which increase the competitiveness of the groups.

Memory capacity and learning efficiency are initially at a

zero level, but the MC and LE genes mutate, and there-

fore, individuals with non-zero values of these traits appear

in the population. As long as there is no adaptive knowl-

edge in the meme pool, the MC and LE genes with nonze-

ro values behave like slightly deleterious alleles at the muta-

tion-selection equilibrium: They slightly reduce fitness

(there is nothing to learn, but reproduction is more costly),

but selection cannot clean out all slightly deleterious alle-

les from the gene pool. As soon as at least one fairly simple

(fitting in a small memory) but efficient HE meme appears

in the meme pool, selection for better social learning can

begin (groups in which there are individuals who are able to

learn and remember this meme gain an advantage, and

genes for higher MC and LE begin to proliferate).

Fig. 5. Cultural drive (runaway co-evolution of the brain, social learning, and culture) with fixed or evolving AR. Parameters: Genetic evolu-

tion of MC, LE (or MC, LE, and AR); cultural evolution of TrE and HE; G = 40; starting level of AR is 0.1. Mean values from three model

runs are shown.
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At the initial stage (the first 10-20 thousand years),

the cultural drive is supported by the spread of HE memes

and group selection. The development of cooperative cul-

ture leads to a stronger selection for life extension, and

AR begins to decline rapidly. A little later (20-30 thou-

sand years after the start of the simulation), aging slows

down so much that preconditions for the development of

Machiavellian culture arise (long-lived individuals bene-

Fig. 6. Cultural drive (runaway brain-culture coevolution) and genetic evolution of AR. Mean values for the years 100,000-150,000 from three

model runs are shown (± standard deviation). a) Individuals reproduce throughout lifetime (reproductive period from 6 years to death),

b) reproductive period from 6 to 18 years.

b

a
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fit more from this culture than short-lived ones).

Machiavellian culture further enhances selection for life

extension because it makes longer life more beneficial,

and AR continues to decline rapidly. A decrease in AR,

combined with the development of Machiavellian cul-

ture, leads to the scarcity of resources and increase in

resource inequality, which is manifested in the increase in

the proportion of deaths by hunger. This triggers the pos-

itive feedback discussed above, which gives additional

impetus to the development of Machiavellian culture.

Both cultures, cooperative and Machiavellian, stimulate

the evolution of social learning, which, in turn, facilitates

further cultural development.

If AR does not evolve, Machiavellian culture under

these parameters does not develop, the second stage of

the cultural drive does not occur, the brain and social

learning develop weaker, and their development reaches

the stationary level earlier.

As we saw from the results of previous experiments,

with these parameters and without culture, AR stabilizes

at a level of about 0.18 (Fig. 3a, bar 5). With a complex

culture, but without brain evolution, AR stabilizes at a

level of 0.016 (Fig. 3a, bar 8). Here we see that in the con-

text of cultural drive, AR decreases to almost zero

(Fig. 5). This means that not only the extension of life

leads to a stronger cultural drive, but also the cultural

drive contributes to the evolution of longer life. Thus, the

simulations confirmed the theoretical plausibility of a

positive feedback loop that enhances brain development

and social learning through the evolution of slower aging

or longer LS. This loop works even if only a small propor-

tion of individuals manage to realize their innate ability to

live long, and the majority (in this case, about 75%) of

individuals die prematurely from the lack of resources.

Figure 6a shows the values of AR and brain volume

(mean levels for the years 100,000-150,00) for the simu-

lations with the cultural drive, evolving AR, three levels of

BGC, and four variants of culture.

The cultural drive was able to start in 6 cases out of

12 (as indicated by the brain volume significantly exceed-

ing the initial level of 20). In three cases (bars 1, 5, 9), the

cultural drive could not start because there was no cul-

ture. In cases 2 and 6 (strong or moderate BGC,

Machiavellian culture), the cultural drive did not start

because TrE memes in these situations are not beneficial

enough to trigger selection for larger brains, at least as

long as LS remains low. In case 11 (no BGC, Cooperative

culture), the cultural drive did not start because HE

memes are not supported by individual selection, and

group selection does not work in the absence of BGC.

In all cases when the cultural drive did start, it result-

ed in a dramatic decrease in AR which was more pro-

nounced than in the presence of a “free”, initially limited

culture (Fig. 3a).

Interestingly, in the course of the co-evolution of the

brain, culture and LS (AR), different components of the

complex culture “help” each other to develop. For exam-

ple, Fig. 5 shows that the cultural drive was first triggered

by the cooperative component of culture (HE memes).

Over time, this created the preconditions for the rapid

development of the Machiavellian component (TrE

memes), which, in turn, contributed to the further devel-

opment of the cooperative component. The evolution of

the brain can be stimulated by one of the components of

culture (the one which is the most beneficial at the

moment), but when the costly brain has already devel-

oped, this can be used by another component of the cul-

ture for its development. For example, if with the same

parameters as in Fig. 5 (and Fig. 6a, bar 8), only

Machiavellian culture is allowed, then the cultural drive

does not start at all and the culture does not develop

(Fig. 6a, bar 6). If only cooperative culture is allowed,

then the cultural drive starts, but works poorly, and the

brain remains quite small (Fig. 6a, bar 7). If both compo-

nents of culture are allowed at once, then the co-evolu-

tion of the brain, social learning, culture, and longevity

proceeds very rapidly and leads to impressive results

(Fig. 5; Fig. 6a, bar 8).

Genetic and cultural evolution of AR against the back-

ground of the cultural drive. In the previous section, we

simulated a situation when, against the background of co-

evolution of the brain, social learning and culture, the

genetic evolution of AR (LS) also occurs. However, in

real anthropogenesis, there was almost certainly not a

purely genetic evolution of this trait, but a genetic-cultur-

al one. Our next task was to model the genetic-cultural

evolution of AR within the framework of the cultural

drive. We used the same balanced (and probably realistic)

set of parameters as in Fig. 5: moderate BGC, complex

culture. The only difference is than now, along with the

genetic evolution of AR, cultural evolution of AR is also

allowed. The simulation results are shown in Fig. 7.

We see that the cultural drive got off to a good start,

and the brain eventually expanded to almost the same

volume as in the case of purely genetic evolution of AR.

The main differences are as follows.

The culture of brick houses has developed strongly:

life-extending AR memes have accumulated in the meme

pool. This culture played the role of an evolutionary

buffer (adaptive phenotypic plasticity), which weakened

the selection pressure on the genetic component of AR.

As a result, genetic evolution towards lower innate AR

level has not gone very far. The resulting society is made

up of risky, reckless youth and cautious elderly people.

Perhaps something similar took place in real anthropoge-

nesis: genetically, the aging rate did not decrease very

much compared to other apes, but the real (“phenotyp-

ic”) potential for longevity increased greatly due to cul-

tural achievements (there are plenty of elements similar

to the life-extending AR memes in human cultures).

Due to their viral properties, AR memes flooded the

meme pool and prevented the development of a powerful
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Machiavellian culture. The cooperative culture that had

triggered the cultural drive in the beginning peaked in

about 20,000 years and then declined as AR memes

steadily replaced HE memes from the meme pool. Both

the cooperative and the Machiavellian cultures did not

disappear completely, but remained in a stable, moder-

ately developed state.

The average LS stabilized at about 41 years.

Interestingly, with a purely genetic evolution of AR, the

average LS is only about 31 years, despite the lower phe-

notypic value of AR. This is explained by the fact that

with a purely genetic evolution of AR, the extremely

highly developed Machiavellian culture gives rise to “a

society of greedy, cunning long-livers and starving

youth”. In such a society, a significant part of young indi-

viduals who failed to quickly learn a sufficient number of

TrE memes die from the lack of resources. This results in

a decrease in the average LS.

In general, the development that we observe with this

set of parameters (moderate BGC, complex culture,

genetic evolution of costly means of social learning [MC

and LE], genetic-cultural evolution of the age-dependent

probability of death) is probably a fair approximation to

the real evolutionary processes which has taken place

during anthropogenesis (although the effect of AR memes

driving out other memes from the meme pool is perhaps

exaggerated).

Cultural drive and evolution of the post-reproductive

period. In the experiments described above, the reproduc-

tive potential of individuals did not decrease with age. In

humans, however, fertility decreases with age, especially

in women, whose reproductive function is completely dis-

abled at a certain age (menopause) [59, 60]. Our next task

was to model an age-dependent decline in the reproduc-

tive potential in order to answer the following questions:

(i) how will this affect the coevolution of the brain, cul-

Fig. 7. Cultural drive with genetic-cultural evolution of the age-dependent probability of death (AR). Parameters: genetic evolution of MC,

LE, and AR; cultural evolution of TrE, HE, and AR; G = 40; initial genotypic level of AR is 0.1. Mean values from eight model runs are

shown.
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ture, and age-dependent probability of death, (ii) can

selection, guided and mediated by culture, support evolu-

tion of a long post-reproductive period, and if so, under

what conditions?

We repeated the simulations described in “Genetic

evolution of AR and the cultural drive” Section, with only

one change: individuals could no longer reproduce after 18

years of age (reproductive period from 6 to 18 years; previ-

ously, the reproductive period was from 6 years to death).

Figure 8 shows detailed results for G = 40 and com-

plex culture; Fig. 6b summarizes the results for three lev-

els of BGC and four types of culture. These figures can be

compared with Figs. 5 and 6a to see the effects of the ces-

sation of reproduction at a certain age on the co-evolu-

tion of the brain, culture, and age-dependent probability

of death.

Figure 8 shows that with a moderate BGC and a

complex culture (TrE and HE memes), disabling repro-

duction at the age of 18 does not impede either the cul-

tural drive or the evolution of long life. Moreover, in this

case, individuals live on average much longer (average

LS = 88.6 years) than in the case of reproduction until

death (Fig. 5, LS = 30.7 years), because there are almost

no starvation deaths in the population. The absence of

deaths by hunger is explained by the fact that after the age

of 18, individuals stop spending resources on reproduc-

tion, and the birth rate is generally low. This results in a

relative abundance of resources in the population. In

addition, Machiavellian culture hardly develops (see

below), and therefore there is almost no resource inequal-

ity in the groups.

Why does selection support the long life of individu-

als if it does not enhance their reproductive success? In

this case, this happens solely for the reason that the pres-

ence of older individuals who had enough time to accu-

mulate many HE memes (that is, skillful hunters) greatly

Fig. 8. Coevolution of the brain (Brain volume), culture (HE, TrE), and age-dependent probability of death (AR) in the case of a cessation

of reproduction at a certain age. All parameters as in Fig. 5, except that individuals cannot reproduce after age 18. Mean values from three

model runs are shown.
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increases the competitiveness of the group. Such individ-

uals are useful for two reasons: firstly, they are good

hunters and obtain a lot of resources for the group, and

secondly, they are good keepers and disseminators of

knowledge. Therefore, group selection supports groups

with low AR values.

In contrast to the hunting culture, which develops

more strongly in this situation than when reproduction

continues until death (Fig. 5), the Machiavellian culture

hardly develops at all. This is because with a short repro-

ductive period, TrE memes cannot greatly enhance an

individual’s reproductive success. They could protect

against starvation, but this problem does not arise anyway

for the reasons noted above. Therefore, TrE memes in this

situation do not acquire viral properties, do not get wide-

spread, and do not stimulate brain development. As a

result, the brain volume stabilizes at a lower level than

when reproduction continues until death.

These conclusions are confirmed by the simulation

results shown in Fig. 6b. Comparison of Fig. 6, a and b

shows that the cessation of reproduction at a certain age

leads to the following evolutionary consequences (com-

pared to the reproduction throughout lifetime):

1) Individual selection for longevity is generally

weaker. This is especially noticeable in the absence of

BGC, when only individual selection works. For exam-

ple, at G = 2000 without culture, the resulting AR level is

0.037 (slow aging, average LS = 39.6 years) if reproduc-

tion continues until death (Fig. 6a), and 0.143 (rapid

aging, LS = 18.1 years), if reproduction stops at the age of

18 (Fig. 6b).

2) Individually beneficial Machiavellian culture

develops weakly, because with a short reproductive peri-

od, it brings relatively little benefit to individuals. It is

still capable of initiating cultural drive in the absence of

BGC, but even in this case, the resulting brain volume is

smaller than with the same parameters and reproduction

until death. Machiavellian culture does not contribute to

the evolution of a long post-reproductive period. For

example, at G = 2000 and Machiavellian culture, the

resulting level of AR is 0.118 and average LS is 20.1 years.

With the same parameters, but with reproduction until

death, AR tends to zero (AR < 0.001) and average LS is

54.8 years.

3) In the presence of BGC and group-beneficial

cooperative culture, group selection supports slow aging,

despite the fact that old individuals do not reproduce.

This is because long-livers benefit the group as they accu-

mulate many HE memes and become efficient hunters

and disseminators of useful knowledge. With some com-

binations of parameters (G = 40, cooperative culture),

the brain develops even more strongly than in the case of

reproduction until death. This is because, due to the

absence of starvation deaths, the real LS is higher, which

contributes to the development of culture and enhances

the cultural drive. Starvation deaths are absent because

long-livers do not spend resources on reproduction, and

birth rate is generally lower.

4) The effect of “mutual assistance” between coop-

erative and Machiavellian cultures disappears: since

Machiavellian culture becomes less beneficial, it can no

longer significantly enhance brain development. As a

result, competition between memes comes to the fore:

TrE memes, being present in the meme pool as almost

unnecessary ballast, do not help, but slightly hinder the

development of cooperative culture.

Obviously, the decline in the importance of

Machiavellian culture caused by the cessation of repro-

duction at a certain age would be less pronounced if post-

reproductive individuals were able to transfer resources to

or otherwise help their offspring or other relatives (that is,

if nepotism developed). Indeed, model post-reproductive

individuals do not spend resources on reproduction and

therefore, on the one hand, they usually accumulate

many resources, and on the other, these excess resources

do not enhance their Darwinian fitness (because they do

not reproduce). If individuals knew how to transfer excess

resources to relatives, this would increase their inclusive

fitness, and Machiavellian culture would again be very

useful. In this case, the situation shown in Fig. 6b would

become more like the situation depicted in Fig. 6a. A long

post-reproductive period will then be able to evolve not

only with a strong BGC and Cooperative culture, but also

with a weak BGC and Machiavellian culture. This is in

concordance with the “grandmother” hypothesis of the

evolution of menopause which suggests that older women

gain inclusive fitness by helping their offspring [61-64].

Another possibility for the evolution of a long post-

reproductive period with a weak BGC is associated with

the cultural evolution of LS. As already mentioned, life-

prolonging memes are viral because they make their hosts

more efficient meme disseminators. This effect does not

depend on whether long-livers can reproduce or not: it is

sufficient that they can spread knowledge. For example, if

in the situation corresponding to bar 10 in Fig. 6b (genet-

ic evolution of MC, LE, and AR; TrE memes; termina-

tion of reproduction at 18; G = 2000) we allow cultural

evolution of AR instead of genetic one (genetic evolution

of MC and LE; AR and TrE memes; termination of

reproduction at 18; G = 2000), then instead of

AR ≈ 0.118 (average LS of 20.1 years) we shall have

AR ≈ 0.074 (average LS of 27.9 years) (mean values for

the years 100,000-150,000 from three model runs). In

other words, with these parameters, the genetic evolution

of AR does not lead to the formation of a long post-repro-

ductive period because it does not improve the Darwinian

fitness of individuals, and there is no group selection.

However, the cultural evolution of AR leads to the forma-

tion of a significant post-reproductive period (the average

LS is 1.5 times the age at which reproduction ends),

because it is beneficial to AR memes with a negative effect

(brick house memes). As a result, memes, observing their
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own “selfish interests”, force individuals to live longer

than would be optimal from the point of view of their

genes.

Interestingly, in this situation (genetic evolution of

MC and LE; AR and TrE memes; termination of repro-

duction at 18; G = 2000), due to the viral properties of

AR memes, the progressive co-evolution of the brain and

culture is reversed, the brain eventually returns to almost

its original volume, and the Machiavellian culture

degrades. Cultural drive is first triggered by TrE memes,

which are not very beneficial to individuals that stop

breeding after 18, but still beneficial enough to trigger

selection for larger brains. But as soon as MC and LE

begin to increase, life-extending AR memes (brick house

memes) quickly spread in the meme pool. They do not

increase the Darwinian fitness of individuals (since repro-

duction still stops at 18), but they spread due to their viral

properties and displace TrE memes from culture. After

that, the brain begins to shrink, because with these

parameters, it is in the “interests” of genes to maintain a

large brain for the sake of TrE memes, but not for the sake

of AR memes. With the degradation of the brain, culture,

especially the Machiavellian culture, gradually fades

away. The residual culture of brick houses still keeps the

average LS at about 27.9 years, which is one and a half

times the age at which reproduction stops.

The ability of cultural evolution to generate a long

post-reproductive period, regardless of the Darwinian

fitness of individuals, is manifested even more clearly in

the idealized situation of a free, but limited culture and a

non-evolving brain (Fig. 3b). For example, if G = 40,

only AR memes are allowed, and reproduction continues

until death, the resulting level of AR is about 0.067,

LS ≈ 30.1 (Fig. 3b, bar 5). In this case, there is no post-

reproductive period, since reproduction continues

throughout lifetime. If, with the same parameters, repro-

duction stops after 18 years, then the resulting level of

AR is about 0.014, LS ≈ 86.9. That is, a very long post-

reproductive period evolves. In this case, neither the

group needs it (there is no hunting culture, and so every-

one hunts with the same efficiency regardless of age), nor

the genes of individuals (because long-livers do not

reproduce). The only evolutionary actors that “want”

individuals to live longer are memes: the long post-

reproductive period arises as a result of selfish cultural

(memetic) evolution. Group selection does not prevent

this, because (i) long-livers do not waste resources on

reproduction and therefore never miss a hunt due to the

lack of resources; (ii) birth rate is low, and so the compe-

tition for resources is not very intense; (iii) due to the

absence of a Machiavellian culture, resources within the

group are divided equally among all group members;

(iv) young individuals who have not yet learned many AR

memes do not spend extra resources on life support, but

spend them instead on breeding. Therefore, the culture

of brick houses does not impair the competitiveness of

the group, and group selection does not impede its devel-

opment. For comparison, with the same parameters but

with genetic (rather than cultural) evolution of AR, the

resulting level of AR is about 0.185, LS ≈ 15.5 (if repro-

duction continues until death; Fig. 3a, bar 5) or

AR ≈ 0.208, LS ≈ 14.4 (if reproduction stops after 18).

This is the consensus reached by the group and individ-

ual selections about the “evolutionary interests of

genes”. As we see, genes in this situation do not “need”

a post-reproductive period.

These examples show that the cultural evolution of

AR is capable of forming a long post-reproductive period

in diverse situations, including those in which the genetic

evolution of AR is unable to do it.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

It is widely accepted that the basic mechanisms of

Darwinian evolution (such as selection, mutation, genet-

ic drift, migration, and recombination) only provide a

partial account of the evolution of humans and other ani-

mals capable of social learning, and that some aspects of

their evolution are better described by the dual-inheri-

tance, or gene-culture coevolutionary models [1, 9, 11,

55, 65, 66]. In concordance with this notion, simulations

revealed a complex interplay between (i) cultural evolu-

tion of group-beneficial and individually beneficial

behavioral traits, (ii) genetic evolution of brain capacity

and social learning ability, and (iii) genetic and (or) cul-

tural evolution of aging and LS in a simulated social ani-

mal species.

The following points deserve special mention.

Rate of aging, or age-dependent probability of death

(AR), has different effects on the rate of evolution of other

adaptive traits. Modeling confirmed that AR and LS can

influence the rate of evolution of other adaptive traits

(both individually beneficial and group-beneficial). The

direction of this influence can be different. Rapid aging

can accelerate the evolution of some traits due to the

shorter generation time, while slowing down the evolu-

tion of others. For example, if a certain trait is more ben-

eficial (increases the Darwinian fitness of individuals

more strongly) in a population of long-livers than in a

population of short-livers, then the trait will be under

stronger selection pressure when AR is low. This effect

may be stronger than the effect of a longer generation

time, and as a result, the trait will evolve faster in the pop-

ulation of long-lived individuals.

AR does not evolve for the sake of accelerating the

evolution of other traits (aging is not an adaptation for

faster adaptive evolution). Modeling did not confirm that

aging can evolve as means to accelerate the evolution of

other adaptive traits [67]. The point is that the rate of

aging is itself an important adaptive trait that is under the

direct and very strict control of natural selection. More
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specifically, the extension of life, other things being equal,

greatly enhances the Darwinian fitness of individuals,

while the resource costs required to enhance survival

reduce it. Therefore, an equilibrium level of AR is estab-

lished, which depends on the parameters. Against the

background of this primary, direct selection pressure on

AR, hypothetical secondary, indirect effects associated

with the fact that some other traits evolve faster or slower

at different AR levels are not detectable (even in the pres-

ence of strong group selection).

The equilibrium (evolutionarily stable) levels of AR

and LS depend on BGC. If life extension incurs resource

costs and groups compete for resources, then, in the

absence of culture, group selection works to reduce LS.

With a weak BGC, individual selection for life extension

comes to the fore and longer LS can evolve, because at the

individual level, the benefits from life extension can out-

weigh significant resource costs.

Culture generally favors the genetic evolution of slow

aging and long life, which, in turn, enhances cultural devel-

opment. Cultural evolution can create novel culturally

constructed environments which result in novel selective

pressures on genes (cultural niche construction) [9, 68,

69]. In concordance with this, we show that cultural

development (accumulation of culturally transmitted

adaptive knowledge) can result, along with other factors,

in stronger selection for life extension (slower ageing).

Long life allows for the accumulation of more knowledge

by individuals and thus makes culture more beneficial

(that is, enhances the positive influence of culture on the

Darwinian fitness of individuals and competitiveness of

groups). In other words, if there is a lot of useful knowl-

edge in the population’s meme pool, then it is more ben-

eficial to both individuals and groups that individuals live

longer. An individually beneficial (for example,

Machiavellian) culture contributes more strongly to the

genetic evolution of long life when BGC is weak, while a

group-beneficial (e.g., hunting) culture does so when

BGC is strong. Moreover, as long LS enhances the devel-

opment of culturally determined traits (because long-liv-

ers accumulate more memes and pass them on to more

recipients), a positive feedback may emerge between the

genetic evolution of LS and the cultural evolution of

other adaptive traits.

Cultural evolution of AR (LS) generally obeys the

same laws as genetic evolution, but has its own specifics.

The differences between the cultural evolution of LS and

the genetic evolution of the same trait stem from several

reasons, two of which are probably the most important.

First, due to the fact that reproduction of memes is not

inextricably linked with reproduction of genes, some cat-

egories of memes can acquire viral properties, and cultur-

al evolution can produce traits that reduce the Darwinian

fitness of individuals. A typical example are memes that

reduce the risk of death (AR memes with a negative

effect): they can spread in the meme pool even if it is not

beneficial to genes, simply because these memes make

their hosts more effective disseminators of memes.

Because of this, purely cultural evolution of AR often

results in lower values of this trait (and longer LS) than

purely genetic evolution of the same trait. Secondly,

memes of different categories compete for the same

resources (memory capacity of individuals and learning

time). Due to this competition, the strong development

of some aspects of culture (e.g., the spread of HE memes)

can inhibit the development of others (e.g., the spread of

AR memes).

The genetic and cultural evolutions of AR (LS) influ-

ence each other in a complex way. If LS evolves both

genetically and culturally, as was most probably the case

in the real human evolution [4-7], then a complex and

rather slow gene-cultural co-evolutionary process

unfolds. The typical outcome of this process is a society in

which young individuals, due to their genetic predisposi-

tions, lead a more risky lifestyle in exchange for a chance

to gain additional resources. However, with age, they

accumulate knowledge that helps to reduce the risk of

death at the cost of spending more resources. This is

probably similar to what happened in real evolution:

innate AR decreased only moderately in humans com-

pared to other apes, but the populations accumulated

large amounts of survival-enhancing behaviors and

knowledge. The latter acted as an evolutionary buffer

(analogous to the adaptive phenotypic plasticity [57]) that

slowed down the genetic evolution of low AR and long

LS.

Cultural drive promotes the evolution of longer LS,

which in turn enhances cultural drive. Simulations have

confirmed the efficacy of a hypothetical positive feedback

loop that enhances cultural drive (autocatalytic co-evolu-

tion of the brain, social learning, and culture) by extend-

ing the life of individuals. Long life promotes the devel-

opment of culture and brain, and developed culture, in

turn, promotes the evolution of extended LS.

Culture can contribute to the evolution of a long

post-reproductive period. Modeling confirmed the possi-

bility of genetic evolution of a long post-reproductive

period by cultural group selection. This can happen if

the presence of long-livers who have accumulated valu-

able knowledge via social learning increases the compet-

itiveness of groups. Prerequisites are the presence of

BGC and group-beneficial culture. In the absence of

BGC, the cultural drive is stimulated only by individual-

ly beneficial knowledge and individual selection, while

group-beneficial culture is not favored by selection.

Individual selection cannot ensure the genetic evolution

of the post-reproductive period, because individual fit-

ness does not increase from the fact that individuals stay

alive after the cessation of reproduction, regardless of

whether there is culture or not. Moreover, individually

beneficial knowledge ceases to be beneficial from the

evolutionary point of view when reproduction stops. It is
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obvious, however, that if post-reproductive individuals

can share their resources with relatives, then the post-

reproductive period can evolve genetically even in the

absence of BGC, since it will increase inclusive fit-

ness [8, 64]. Another possibility of the evolution of the

post-reproductive period in the absence of BGC and

group-beneficial culture is associated with the cultural

evolution of AR (LS), that is, with the spread of knowl-

edge that directly prolongs life. Such memes have viral

properties: they spread in the meme pool and “force”

individuals to live longer, even if it results in lower

Darwinian fitness of individuals.

Overall, simulations have shown numerous and var-

ied possibilities for complex evolutionary interactions

between the evolving brain, culture, and LS. Much addi-

tional research will be needed to understand which of

these interactions actually took place during human evo-

lution and what their relative importance was.
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